TexTrace AG is a technology provider with a true Start-up attitude. Correspondingly our scope of
work is varied, ambitious and dynamic. Being affiliated to the Jakob Mueller Holding AG we are also
part of a globally operating group of companies with our headquarters in Frick, Switzerland.
We develop innovative and sustainable solutions to connect textile and electronics seamlessly internally with our knowledgeable and competent team and externally with high-tech partners.
Subsequently we enable our partners and customers to use the TexTrace technology. Our current
market focus is on the global fashion industry, but we already have started to expand our activities
into other markets.
We offer you as a committed, confident, and dedicated personality an interesting and varied position
within a fascinating, dynamic and international environment.
To complement our team, we are looking for a

Textile Engineer
Your responsibilities
• Improve existing manufacturing processes of weaving and knitting on and off customer site
• Support of customers weaving department regarding roll out and ramp up of their RFID specific
textile production
• Act as technical interface to development and maintenance team of our textile machinery
partners
• Be a sparing or driver for new developments
• Documentation and administration of internal and customer sample production as well as internal
know how
Your profile
• Graduated Textile Engineer (e.g. Bachelor) or Textile Technician specialised in process and
production
• Familiar with different manufacturing methods, ideally with knowledge of weaving and/or knitting
• You are an innovative, flexible, goal-oriented, and open-minded personality
• Excellent English language skills, oral and written are mandatory. DE/IT/ES/FR language skills
would be an asset
• You are a self-driven, prompt, and careful executor and a structured person with excellent
analytic skills
You are interested to shape the „Internet of Things“ within a passionate team?
Please send your resume by e-mail to career@textrace.com.
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